FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VJ Electronix Continues to Grow in China
April 2018 — VJ Electronix, Inc., a leading global provider of advanced X-ray inspection,
component counting systems and PCB rework technologies, is pleased to announce the
addition of Junhao (Jerry) Zhang to its China team. As the company’s newest technical
support engineer, Zhang will be responsible for pre-sales / applications support, installation
and post installation support of systems and customer training.
Zhang brings more than 10 years of SMT related capital experience
to the VJ Electronix China operations and has an extensive
background with X-ray and rework capital equipment.
He joins VJ Electronix from Inestest (Suzhou) Technology Co., LTD.
where he was responsible for the installation, support and training of
SMT test equipment. Prior to Inestest, Zhang served as a technical
support engineer at TRI Electronics (Suzhou) CO., LTD. He has a
technical degree in Computer Applications.
“VJ Electronix is committed to growing our China presence and
providing world-class application/technical support and training to
our Chinese Customers,” said Ronald Lindell, Global Sales Manager
for VJE. “VJE also is committed to developing a technical support
capability for all of our Asian customers from our Suzhou
Headquarters. Jerry is a great addition to our team and another step
forward in our commitment to our Asian customers.”
For more information, visit www.vjelectronix.com.

###
About VJ Electronix
VJ Electronix, Inc. manufactures production ready, automated Rework and X-ray inspection
systems with many advanced capabilities. The company frequently provides custom solutions
tailored to satisfy specific application requirements. VJ Electronix is a worldwide leader in X-ray
Inspection and Rework equipment.
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